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lighter sizes also changed to accommodate the larger line 1b, and the line 1c was introduced in 1956. the line 1 was initially available in two sizes, l1.5 and l1.8. the lighters were made from cast-iron and were manufactured in several colors. the first model to include a stainless steel side cap was the line 1a in 1959. in 1960, the line 1a2 was introduced, a lighter that included a brass side cap, in
addition to a side cap on the end of the shaft of the lighter. the line 1b2 was released in 1962, and the line 1c2 in 1963, both of which included a brass side cap. st dupont’s first line of lighters was the line 1. it was introduced in 1953, a hollow body model, similar in appearance to the topper line. in 1954, the line 1b was introduced, a full body model that replaced the line 1a. the lighter is made of a

thick black plastic, and is an overall dark grey. the lighter is a simple design, with a pointed circular head and the lighter body features a round knob on the top and a small gap in the center. the weight is on the bottom of the lighter, and the bottom of the lighter is a flat black square. the lighter is not attached to any type of case, and is a solid plastic lighter with a velcro attachment. unlike the line 2
model which does have a hinge, this lighter has no moving parts, and is solid plastic. the lighter comes with a small plastic case. the lighter is a classic shape, with an overall smooth matte finish, and the overall design of the lighter is simple. the lighter is well made, and the material is thick plastic. the top of the lighter is flat, and the bottom of the lighter is flat. the lighter has a simple hinge, and a

large black pad on the front of the hinge. the hinge has no locking mechanism, and the hinge is a simple metal piece. the hinge is not riveted onto the lighter, but just clamps onto the lighter body and is held in place by the plastic. the lighter is a well made piece, and has a quality feel.
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as a trademark, the logo is in the middle. the serial number is on the bottom.a cursory glance at the top and the bottom will help determine if the lighter is st
dupont. the model name is engraved inside the bottom cap. the serial number is engraved in the bottom of the lighter. the serial number is engraved on the

bottom. this lighter is a counterfeit as it does not have the serial number engraved on the bottom. the serial number looks to be the same as the genuine
lighter. it should be easy to check if the serial number is genuine as the genuine lighter also has the serial number engraved on the bottom. the counterfeit

lighter has a totally different design and it is not of st dupont. without looking at it, it looks like it is a genuine st dupont lighter. i would suggest you send it to
a dealer, they should be able to tell you what it is worth. although it is probably fake, you could always try to resell it as it may be worth a lot of money. if the
model name on the top is not the same as the model name on the bottom then its probably a fake. the genuine lighter has the model name engraved on the
bottom. the counterfeit lighter has a different model name. the genuine lighter looks like this. all the other pictures i have seen of the lighter look authentic

and if there is a model name on it then its probably genuine. i don't think fake ones exist. if the seller can't provide a picture of the bottom, then it is unlikely
to be genuine. if you are able to get in contact with the seller, they will probably be able to tell you which serial number is the genuine one and which is the

fake. if its not the genuine one, the seller will probably refuse to take it back. 5ec8ef588b
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